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Introduction

G5

The influence of room acoustics on musical live performance is a topic under current research and it is based
on recording live performances under different acoustic
conditions. These recordings are then analyzed in order to extract a set of musical features that explain the
adjustments implemented by the musicians in their performance. The majority of instruments require analysis
of audio recordings, but in some specific cases, especially
regarding keyboard instruments such as piano or organ,
it is possible to record a MIDI stream which contains
information related to the actions of different keys and
pedals on the instrument. The use of MIDI signals for the
analysis of music performance decreases the complexity
of the analysis in comparison to audio recordings, since
note events such as onsets, offsets, pitch and key velocity are coded and can be easily analyzed. This approach
has been previously implemented in the study of piano
performance [1, 2].
Since the dynamics of the organ are mostly constant
(pipe valves are either fully open or closed), the performance analysis of organ playing is limited to temporal
features. Existing tools e.g. MIDI toolbox for Matlab [3]
- provide a good framework for importing, visualizing and
analyzing MIDI data. However, the analysis and comparison of organ performance requires a detailed analysis of
different performance features e.g. note duration, breaks
duration, tempo fluctuations... - which are not available
at the moment.
This paper presents a set of Matlab functions that can be
used to separate melodies and analyze temporal features
of MIDI recordings of polyphonic key instruments and
constitutes a complementary work in the study of performance of organ players presented previously in [4, 5].

Pre-existing functions
The MIDI Toolbox for Matlab [3] is used as a starting
point for the import and visualization of MIDI streams.
This section presents an overview of these operations.
Notematrix or nmat is an alternative representation format of MIDI data for its use in Matlab provided by
the MIDI Toolbox (see Fig. 2 for more information).
Columns one and two contain the temporal information
of the notes - onset time and duration, respectively - in
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Figure 1: Piano roll

Figure 2: NMAT format

beats. The last two columns (sixth and seventh) contain
the same information in seconds. In our particular case,
since the recorded performances contain tempo variations
which are not coded in a MIDI stream, only the information in seconds is usable.Column four contains the MIDI
note corresponding to the pitch. MIDI channel information is given in the third row. In organ recordings every
manual (and pedal) is usually coded into a different channels. Column five represents the velocity of a played note,
which contains always the maximum value in our organ
recordings. That feature could be used for the analysis
of dynamics of piano performances or performances of
any other instrument, but is excluded from the temporal
analysis presented in this paper.
Pianoroll is a function that gives a graphical interpretation of the nmat format (see Fig. 1). Vertical axis can
be chosen as a number or a name of the pitch of notes.
Horizontal axis can be in beats or in seconds. Different
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Tempo =

colors represent different channels of the MIDI recording.

loc_breaks:
loc_bar:
loc_notes_beats:
dur_notes:
dur_breaks:
overlap:
overlap_pos:
overlap_neg:
overlap_Avg_pos:
overlap_Avg_neg:
tempo_score:
tempo_melody:
tempo_bar:
tempo_notes:
tempo_cumulative:

Extracted features
In preliminary studies [4, 5] a general view on temporal
analysis was implemented, giving only a few features:
overall tempo, average duration of notes (Durnotes ) and
average duration of breaks (Durbreaks ).
The overall tempo (Tempo) feature contains the overall
tempo of the whole recording and it is calculated as presented in [6],
Tempo = 60 ·

Bbeats
Ttime

(1)

where B is the number of beats and T is the duration in
seconds of the recording, from the first to the last onset.
Equations 2 and 3 describe calculation of the duration
of notes and duration of breaks. They give information
about the average duration of all notes and breaks,
Durnotes =
Durbreaks =

X Tnotes
Nnotes
X Tbreaks
Nbreaks

(2)
(3)

where Tnotes and Tbreaks are arrays containing the duration of every note and break, respectively. Nnotes and
Nbreaks are the total number of notes and breaks, respectively.
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Figure 3: Output structure of tempo MIDI analysis function

number of notes used for the calculation increases with
every index of the array (see equation 6). This feature
shows how a certain part of the melody affects the overall tempo, and with every new note the average tempo
accumulates. The last value of the array would be an
average of the entire analyzed melody, being the same as
overall tempo.
Tempocumulative (i) = 60 ·

bon (i) − bon (1)
ton (i) − ton (1)

(6)

where bon and ton are the onset time of note i in the score
(in beats) and in the recording (in seconds), respectively.

In order to study more detailed features it is necessary
to dispose of some previous information regarding the
analyzed piece. This means that it is necessary to use
a theoretical performance synthesized from a MIDI score
representation in order to obtain the theoretical duration
and timing of the notes and compare it then with the
recorded performance. Implemented features that benefit from the use of a MIDI score are the inter-note tempo,
inter-bar tempo, cumulative tempo and note overlap.

Note Overlap (overlap) is calculated as the offset time
of a note minus the onset time of the next note. The
position of breaks in the score are excluded from the calculation of overlap because the goal of this feature is to
show articulation changes in the melody. In order to have
a more concise descriptor, averages of positive and negative overlaps are calculated. Also, positive and negative
values in the overlap array are separated.

The inter-note tempo (T emponotes ) is an array containing the tempo of every individual note and is defined as

Overlap(i) = toff (i ) − ton (i + 1 )

Temponotes (i) = 60 ·

bon (i + 1) − bon (i)
ton (i + 1) − ton (i)

(4)

where bon and ton are the onset time of note i in the score
(in beats) and in the recording (in seconds), respectively.
The inter-bar tempo (tempobar ) is an array that expresses
the tempo of every bar.
Tempobar (i) = 60 ·

Nmeasure
tbaron (i + 1) − tbaron (i)

(5)

where Nmeasure is a positive number indicating the number of beats per bar and tbaron is the onset time of a bar.
Cumulative tempo (T empocumulative ) constitutes an array of average tempo for the first n notes, where the

(7)

where tof f and ton are the offset and onset times of a
note in seconds, respectively.

Implementation
The presented features are implemented in a set of Matlab functions that return the results of the analysis
in a structure as shown in Fig. 3. Main features are
given in the fields named tempo notes, tempo cumulative,
tempo bar, overlap. Besides the extracted features, a set
of complementary are given in order to simplify the plotting tasks of the results. Loc bar and loc breaks are arrays of indexes of the notes whose onset corresponds with
the start of a bar and those notes which have a break after them, respectively. The second column of the loc bar
matrix contains a number that represents the duration of
each bar. If two bars are coupled with a legato note over
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Figure 4: Melody extraction function interface
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NmatTrackMelody is a simple melody tracking function
aiming at the automation of the analysis of multiple performances, allowing the user to separate a specific melody
from a polyphonic performance. The input of the function is a complete recording of an analyzed performance
and a single (monophonic) melody from the score. It
is based on a straightforward algorithm which maps the
monophonic score with the polyphonic performance using
note positions and time information. Yet simple, the algorithm is still capable of disregarding small errors in the
performance and robust against tempo variability, allowing overlapping between notes. The primary assumption
that was taken into consideration was that the recorded
performance does not have many wrong notes.
NmatExtractMelody gives the user an option of graphically extracting a portion of a melody from the entire
MIDI recording or the score. It is based on pianoroll
and ginput functions. In a Matlab figure (see figure 4),
the options are to click on a specific note that is then
selected, changing the color from green to red, or to use
a different mode to click in two corners of the box, selecting all the notes inside the box. By using the left mouse

15

Figure 6: Cumulative tempo of a single performance for two
different voices
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As a side effect of this analysis, two additional functions
were created so that the entire work flow would work
smoother. These two functions are named nmatTrackMelody and nmatExtractMelody. They are tools for extracting single melodies that can then be used along with
the tempo analysis function. The functions were successfully tested on the data-set obtained during the experiments completed in [4, 5]. However, since the purpose of
these functions is very specific, their accuracy can not be
guaranteed with different data-sets.
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Figure 5: Workflow for the extraction of performance features
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the bar the exact beginning of the second bar is unknown.
These two bars are then treated as one double bar in further analysis and plotting functions. Loc notes beats contains the onset positions of each note in beats. Dur notes
and dur breaks are the average duration of notes and
breaks. The results structure format allows an easy integration of different analyzed performances, making it
suitable for the study of large collections of recordings.
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Figure 7: Example of a graph showing tempo changes with
different players for different reverberation levels

button, the notes are selected, and by using the right
mouse button, the notes can be unselected. The output
of the function gives two arrays, the first one being the
selected part of the piece and the second one being the
rest of the piece that was not selected.

Worflow & Examples
A diagram of the work flow of the toolbox use can be
seen in Fig. 5. Firstly, a musical piece for the analysis
has to be chosen and a MIDI score of that piece needs
to be available. The second step is to use the melody
extraction function NmatExtractMelody to separate different melodies in the score depending on the melodies
that are needed or wanted to be analyzed. The chosen
melody is then tracked in a performance using NmatTrackMelody. After having an extracted recorded melody
and its corresponding score, a MIDI tempo analysis function is used which gives all the analyzed data. The function for the temporal analysis of MIDI data has three
inputs: an nmat object containing the extracted MIDI
melody of the performance with a corresponding MIDI
score and information about the measure of the MIDI
score (number of beats in a bar).
Plotting the analyzed parameters varies depending on
the user’s specific demands. As research is still ongoing,
only a few examples of plotting options are presented in
this paper. Figure 6 presents cumulative tempo for two
different voices of the same performance, where every
marker represents a single note of the melody, showing
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Figure 8: Inter note tempo of the performance for different
players

how a melody with faster rhythm is more affected by
tempo changes. Figure 7 shows the variation of the overall tempo of the performance of different players depending on different levels of reverberation. Different colors
stand for different players, different line types represent
different sessions, and every marker represents a take of
the performance. Figures 8 and 9 show different representations of inter-note tempo. On both graphs different
plotted lines represent individual performances. Figure
8 is a graph of inter-note tempo variations for different
players, where one color represents each player, while in
a figure 9 the colors represent different acoustical conditions for the same player. Two different formats of
presenting tempo can be seen in the graphs, in beats per
minute or in normalized tempo, where all tempos are
scaled using the overall tempo average.

Conclusion
In this paper a Matlab tool for MIDI analysis of polyphonic performance is presented including examples of
their usage. The tool will be used to analyze an extensive data-set generated during previous experiments with
organ players.
One of the current issues with the use of the tool is related
with the requirement of having a MIDI score for every
performance. This could be solved by having a database
or a software solution to convert music scores to MIDI.
Possible upgrades of the tool include the implementation
of other tempo related features such as rubato analysis or
statistical tools such as correlation analysis. For improving the melody tracking function, a more robust melody
tracking algorithm [7] could be implemented. Finally, a
graphical user interface (GUI) including plotting is also
being considered for implementation to facilitate the use
of the presented tools in other research projects.
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Figure 9: Inter-note tempo of a single player with different
acoustic conditions
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